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There’s tangible credence that normal service is returning to global oil markets.
The oil price war, sub-zero oil benchmarks, oil storage capacity distress and
staggering oversupply dislocations are now firmly behind us. Chinese oil
consumption is almost back to pre-COVID-19 levels, while real-time traffic data
continues to signal that gasoline is benefitting with driving activity recovering in
the US, Europe and most of Asia, which is supported by the latest weekly US
EIA data, with gasoline demand seemingly having bottomed out in April.
However, the recovery in the global economy, and with it, global oil demand will
be non-linear. Risks abound, especially of a second wave of the pandemic, if
policy and social distancing measures are eased prematurely.



The equilibrium of supply equating demand is in sight. The sharp oil market
rebalancing continues to garner momentum, driven by both supply and demand
improvements which are progressing in line with our above consensus
expectations that we have been advocating in recent weeks (see here and here).
The sheer velocity of voluntary (OPEC+) and involuntary (primarily forced
production shut-ins in the US and Canada), in conjunction with the ongoing
reopening of economies across the world, is driving oil markets to become
instantaneously balanced with the equilibrium of supply equating demand by late
May – early June (the inflection point), with a deficit by mid-June, in our view.



Oil price expectations. We remain resolutely bullish on oil prices. A holding
pattern with range-bound oil prices could emerge in the next 2-3 weeks, with the
next leg higher in prices taking a firm hold once oil markets move into a deficit by
mid-June – thus we see firm upside risks to our end Q2 2020 Brent (USD32/b)
and WTI (USD28/b) forecasts. The further reopening of economies across the
world in the weeks ahead, alongside higher decline rates, lost shut-in capacity
and a materially higher cost of capital for oil markets, will set the stage for a
global oil market in deficit by mid-June, ultimately leading to higher oil prices.
From this, the structural outcome of the ongoing rebalancing leads our models to
forecast Brent ending Q3 and Q4 2020 at USD36/b and USD46/b, respectively –
with clear upside risks – and rising to average USD55/b in 2021.
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Entering the inflection point in oil markets
The initial phased easing in lockdown restrictions is supporting the increase in oil
demand following the nadir in COVID-19-led demand evisceration that was
witnessed in April, at -26.1m b/d, according to our econometric models (see here).
Our bottom-up country-by-country modelling estimates point to global oil demand
printing at -17.2m b/d and -12.1m b/d for May and June, respectively. The largest
improvements are being witnessed in gasoline road transportation activity in China,
the US and Germany, and to a lesser extent the UK, as recorded by Apple’s mobility
trends data. Moreover, flight tracking data is demonstrating that aviation activity is
rebounding, albeit from a low base. We have already started to see the total number
of flights on a global basis begin to rise, suggesting we could be past the worst for
global jet fuel demand with the number of flights taken worldwide reaching over
90,000 in mid-May compared to the trough of 46,294 on 12 April.

Past the peak in demand evisceration

After this initial restart, our expectation is that the rate of improvement will steadily
decelerate as a return to normalcy will be gradual, with signs that the initial pent-up
rebound in demand is already giving way to a more modest subsequent recovery
across developed economies and – with a lag – also amongst emerging markets. As
such, our models project global oil demand to register -12.1m b/d in June and then
modestly recovering in July and August to -7.6m b/d and -5.8m b/d, respectively.

Demand recovery will be gradual

The premise of our estimates are first built on the experience of the Chinese demand
recovery – approximately a halving of a demand hit in each month. In addition, we
factor in idiosyncratic adjustments for each country accounting for the timing and
magnitude of the specific lockdown measures, in order to develop a firm gauge of the
pace of the expected demand recovery in each country. Separately, but in similar
vein, given the robust normal relationship between global GDP and global oil demand
(correlation coefficient 0.768), we also account for the disproportionate hit to oil
demand during the current COVID-19 crisis – as oil is central to transportation which
is in-turn central for social interactions – hence the global oil demand destruction is
more than 2-4x the economic growth hit, in our view. From this, we expect a desynchronised recovery: (i) between the US and other developed markets, where the
latter is likely to experience a more gradual recovery; and (ii) between China and
other EMs, where the latter is likely to face the headwinds of high urban population

Pace in demand growth will be desynchronised across countries
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On the supply-side of the oil equation, deep and impressive OPEC+ supply cuts,
alongside forced non-OPEC+ production shut-ins and curtailments, are eroding the
supply glut. Whilst official production and export data is yet to be released, vessel
tracking data suggests that compliance with the 9.7m b/d in cuts from 1 May, plus the
additional 1.2m b/d in further pledged cuts by Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Kuwait,
looks promising. Indeed, compliance with the OPEC+ cuts has been a central driver
of the tentative recovery in front-end prices.

Deep and impressive OPEC+ cuts

Outside of OPEC+, production appears to be falling robustly. The US and Canada
could be down ~3.1-m b/d in May. Canadian supply has already declined by more
than 1.0m b/d, and domestic prices (Western Canada Select [WCS] crude
benchmark) is now recovering from very low levels (currently trading at USD24/b
from a trough of a mere USD4/b on 21 April). Separately, our forecasts is for US oil
output falling from a peak of 13.1m b/d in March 2020 to 9.9m b/d by August 2020,
before recovering thereafter. More broadly, global production curtailments have
surged, with some production being permanently shut-in (see here).

Non-OPEC+ production cuts have also
been robust

From an oil price perspective, we remain resolutely bullish. We view that a holding
pattern with range-bound oil prices could emerge in the immediate 2-3 weeks, with
the next leg higher in prices taking a firm hold once oil markets move into a deficit by
June – thus we see firm upside risks to our end Q2 2020 Brent (USD32/b) and WTI
(USD28/b) forecasts. Granted, lingering concerns over the economic damage
wrought by COVID-19, is countering optimism that deep and impressive OPEC+
supply cuts, alongside forced non-OPEC+ production shut-ins and curtailments,
which are eroding the supply glut.

Stronger oil prices will require patience

The oil price rally in recent trading sessions appears to be taking a pause fuelled by
demand-side apprehensions: (i) reports that Moderna Inc.’s vaccine study has not
produced enough critical data to assess its success; and (ii) Federal Reserve
Chairman Powell told a Senate Committee that Americans could start losing their
homes and warned that long-term unemployment could materially damage the
economy. As such, we caution that the relief rally could prove vulnerable in the
immediate term, and the most notable shift will likely be a decline in implied volatility,
with a firmer leg higher on the front-end of the curve requiring more patience. As the
deficit widens, this will be followed by a move higher in spot prices due to a
steepening level of backwardation through H1 2021. Higher decline rates, lost shut-in
capacity and a materially higher cost of capital for global oil markets will set the stage

Pause in oil prices followed by another
oil price rally once the deficit widens in
June
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for lower supply and with it higher oil prices, with the structural outcome of the
ongoing rebalancing leading our models to forecast Brent ending Q3 and Q4 2020 at
USD36/b and USD46/b, respectively, and rising to average USD55/b in 2021.
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any direct, indirect or consequential loss, loss of profits and damages) arising from any reliance on or usage of this report and accepts no legal responsibility to any investor who directly or indirectly receives this material.
Country and region specific disclosures
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or is located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to any law, regulation or
rule.
In this regard, please note the following in relation to the jurisdictions in which MUFG Securities has a local presence:
• United Kingdom / European Economic Area (EEA): This report is intended for distribution to a “professional client” or “eligible counterparty” as those terms are defined in the rules of the FCA and PRA. In other EEA countries, this report is intended only for persons regarded as
professional investors (or equivalent) in their home jurisdiction.
• United States of America: This report, when distributed by MUS(USA), is intended for Institutional Investors (“Institutional Accounts” as defined by FINRA Rule 4512(c)). When distributed by a non-US affiliate of MUS(USA), this report is intended for distribution solely to “major U.S.
institutional investors” or “U.S. institutional investors” pursuant to Rule 15a-6 under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Securities referenced in this report may have been underwritten by MUS(USA) and/or its affiliates. Nothing in this report should be considered
an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities or any other financial product or a commitment of any kind with respect to any transaction.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: MUFG Securities does not provide tax advice. Accordingly, any discussion of U.S. tax matters included herein (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, in connection with the promotion, marketing or
recommendation by anyone not affiliated with MUS(USA) of any of the matters addressed herein or for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties.
• Hong Kong: This report is only intended for distribution to a “professional investor” as that term is defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance and should not be passed onto any other person.
• Singapore: This report is only intended for distribution to an "institutional investor", "accredited investor" or "expert investor" as those terms are defined under regulation 2 of the Financial Advisers Regulation. It is solely for the use of such investors and shall not be distributed,
forwarded, passed on or disseminated to any other person. Investors should note that, as a result of exemptions that apply when this report is distributed to "accredited investors" and "expert investors", MUSS is exempt from complying with certain requirements under the Financial
Advisers Act, including section 25 of the Financial Advisers Act (which requires a financial adviser to disclose all material information on certain investment products), section 27 (which requires a financial adviser to have a reasonable basis for making recommendations on
investments) and section 36 (which requires a financial adviser to disclose any interests that it holds in securities that it recommends).
• Canada: When distributed in Canada, this report is distributed by MUS(EMEA) or MUSA. MUS(EMEA) operates under an International Dealer Exemption from registration with the securities regulators in Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario and Québec. MUSA operates
under an International Dealer Exemption from registration with the securities regulators in all Canadian Provinces and Territories. This report is only intended for a “permitted client” as that term is defined under the National Instrument 31-103 in Canada and is not intended for redistribution to any other person. The information contained herein is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein, or solicitation of an offer to buy securities described herein, in
Canada or any province or territory thereof. Under no circumstance is the information contained herein to be construed as investment advice in any province or territory of Canada and is not tailored to the needs of the recipient.
• Japan: This Note, when distributed by MUFG Securities affiliates located outside of Japan, is intended for distribution in accordance with Article 58-2 of the Financial Instruments Exchange Act 1948 (“FIEA”) i) to a “Financial Instruments Business Operator” engaged in “SecuritiesRelated Business” as defined in the FIEA or ii) to the government, the Bank of Japan, a qualified financial institution defined in Article 209 of the Cabinet Office Ordinance Concerning Financial Instruments Business, Etc., or an Investment Manager.
When distributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., Ltd., this Note is intended for distribution to a “Professional Investor (tokutei-toushika)” as defined in the FIEA.
• United Arab Emirates: This report is only intended for distribution to a “Professional Client” or “Market Counterparty” as those terms are defined under the rules of the Dubai Financial Services Authority and only a person meeting the criteria for these terms should act upon this
report.
• Australia: This Note is only intended for distribution to persons in Australia who are sophisticated or professional investors for the purposes of section 708 of the Corporations Act of Australia, and are wholesale clients for the purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act of
Australia. This Note is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons in Australia.
Other jurisdictions:
MUFG Securities also relies on local registrations or regulatory exemptions in order to undertake certain securities business in other countries. In Thailand, MUS(EMEA) has a derivatives dealer registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission, Thailand. In Canada,
MUS(EMEA) and MUS(USA) each operate under an international dealer exemption registered with the securities regulators. MUS(EMEA) operates under the exemption in Alberta, Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia and Manitoba. MUS(USA) operates under the exemption in all
Canadian Provinces and Territories..
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